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AN EXPERIMENTAL STUDY INTO THE ROLE OF ROUTING
FLEXIBILITY IN THE JUSTIFICATION OF ADVANCED
MANUFACTURING SYSTEMS
Sanjay Pathak, M.S.
Western Michigan University, 1993
Increased competition in manufacturing has focussed
attention on advanced technologies. These costly technol
ogies lead to difficulty in purchase justification using
traditional methods. New methods quantify attributes
relating to the flexibility of advanced systems. One such
attribute is routing flexibility.
This thesis presents results of experiments into
evaluation of routing flexibility. The performance of
conventional dedicated machinery when compared with that
of machines having routing flexibility indicates an
advantage of flexible machinery. The thesis indicates a
procedure for evaluation of different flexibilities and
their comparison with conventional machinery in reality.
An empirical formula is developed that helps in
quantifying routing flexibility and thus in the process
of justification. This research opens• other avenues for
developing similar quantification procedures for other
forms of flexibilities associated with advanced manufac
turing equipment.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
The nature of research on the justification of
flexible manufacturing systems and advanced manufacturing
technologies is difficult to understand within the con
fines of any one specific discipline. Material on the
subject is scattered throughout the literature in a
variety of journals. More than three hundred articles in
more than a hundred literature sources have been cited in
various bibliographies,

[Son, 1992).

Basically, the need to improve manufacturing compet
itiveness in global markets, as characterized by the
attributes of greater complexity and diversity makes many
companies consider making investments in advanced manu
facturing technology. Modern automation techniques and
their implementation offer the promise of a wide range of
advantages and associated benefits; however, integration
and implementation have not registered the rate of suc
cess anticipated.
New technology justification studies have failed to
include all relevant attributes and qualities of flexi
bility. Furthermore, the literature is rife with complex
and wordy mathematical techniques whose application is
1
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limited by computational complexity and implementation
difficulties.
World manufacturing made great strides during the
1940s and 1950s due to the presence of a new emerging
market of free economies and the ensuing manufacturing
boom that took place. However, due to short-term finan
cial tendencies western corporate decision makers were
more interested in the bottom line with accompanying
flourishes of flamboyant drifts in company policies that
initially emphasized mass-production techniques, then
marketing and finally financial jugglery. The associated
plethora of acquisitions, mergers and such-like dissipat
ed behavior distracted companies from their avowed man
dates of manufacturing and related core activities.
Things worsened as a result of the corresponding lack of
investment in new equipment, manufacturing technology and
allied activities [Naik and Chakravarty, 1992).
Unfortunately, within the world economy there were
pockets of activity that were increasing their production
capabilities due to rising competitive pressures, and
these economies imposed their own competitive pressures
on the western economies. There was a resulting shift
from the religion of mass-production to that of the
production of a greater variety of custom-made products
with shorter and truncated product life cycles. The
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conclusion after the dust has settled is that one factor
of significance in the resulting scenario is the sensible
acquisition of production capabilities that will lower
manufacturing costs for smaller batch sizes with a great
er product-mix complexity, both having consistent and
correspondingly required increases in product quality.
Product development and time-to-market cycle times have
also shortened and continue to do so.
Experience has indicated that companies that have
attained success in harnessing the benefits of computer
integrated manufacturing are precisely those companies
that have succeeded in introducing and adapting new
technology with state-of-the-art capital acquisitions. A
basic strategy of such companies has been the utilization
of a combination of techniques that involve accounting
and quantifying methods with appropriate factory modeling
and such. The impact of different technologies on exist
ing and proposed factory environments can be predicted to
a certain degree of accuracy leading to a greater under
standing of the situation.
The number of companies that have experienced suc
cess is, however, numerically very small when compared
with the scope that exists in today's manufacturing
environment for automation and modern practice. This does
not mean that mere automation will solve the problems
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associated with asserting one's competitiveness; most
organizations have experienced disappointing returns from
automation as a result of poor planning and mainly unre
alistic expectations. One reason for this is that the
biggest hurdle faced by such organizations is that major
capital equipment acquisitions present a series of unique
challenges. These investments are more complex, much
greater in magnitude and have longer implementation
periods when compared to traditional capital expendi
tures. As an example industrial grade stand-alone robots
can easily cost up to a million dollars. Investments in
fully automated factories such as the IBM Proprinter
facility cost more than a hundred million dollars [Disce
nza and Gurney, 1990].
Traditional cost accounting and other purchase
justification methods do not, however, support investment
in advanced manufacturing technology. The published
literature blames the problem on the inability of ac
counting systems to quantify and formally consider so
called intangible benefits; other writings point out the
shortcomings of contemporary and allegedly outmoded cost
accounting systems that inhibit the use of relevant, but
often unconventional measures of performance. These
traditional methodologies when used in conjunction with
the high hurdle (minimum attractive) rates that are
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prevalent in today's uncertain and capital-scarce envi
ronment often result in the rejection of proposed high
technology equipment and systems.
A significant section of writers have gone so far as
to totally discredit attempts to justify modern automa
tion through traditional capital budgeting evaluation
procedures. In the midst of this debate, manufacturing
has been the sufferer. What were typically successful
manufacturing plants associated with large companies with
guaranteed markets for their goods are now but a shadow
of their past strong selves. They contain machinery and
capital equipment that was purchased within a series of
annual budgeting constraints rather than a manufacturing
system tuned to the needs of its customers [Burstein and
Graham, 1990].
Even today, the number of companies that have suc
cessfully automated or implemented flexible manufacturing
systems is very small. There are several reasons for
this, companies have made bad investment decisions; they
have invested in a wrong selection of portfolio i.e.
machinery. There is not enough company-wide co-operation
and support for advanced manufacturing machinery and
techniques before, during and after the said machinery
has been purchased. Also, the investment justification
process has not been revised to adequately account for
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the opportunities offered by new technologies. Finally,
implementation after the purchase decision has been
carried out is not done properly by which is meant that
intra-company follow-up procedures so essential after the
installation of new capital equipment are not carried out
satisfactorily.
The problem is exacerbated by the fact that it is
very difficult to reduce company manufacturing objectives
and product attributes down to quantifiable, tangible,
and universally common parameters. Each organization thus
has its own set of parameters that define its set of
operations, plant factors and line of business. What is
perhaps more common is the set of tools that could be
drawn upon in the analysis and arrival of some tangible
understanding of the link between the need for flexible
machinery and the above-mentioned parameters.
Table 1. gives a brief idea of the benefits accruing
due to various flexible system attributes. Thus there are
a variety of benefits attributable to certain system
parameters. Clearly any analysis or quantification of the
justification process must involve some quantified esti
mation of some of the benefits indicated in

Table 1.

Thus the cumulative benefits accruing due to a flexible
manufacturing system can be arrived at. In this thesis, a
methodology for the estimation of flexibility due to
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routing is developed. The method strives to be simple in
essence and comprehension. Its primary aim is to have a
utilitarian worth. Use is demonstrated of commercially
available simulation software for the purposes of analy
sis. Finally, the results obtained are aimed at a simple
demonstration of the benefits of routing flexibility.
This thesis is organized logically. It starts off
with a brief literature review, then discusses the char
acteristics of flexible manufacturing systems. A discus
sion on methods of economic justification follows with a
chapter on the use of simulation techniques in the justi
fication process. A methodology of experimentation is
evolved and finally, there is a presentation and discus
sion of the experimental results.

Table 1
System Attributes Versus Benefits

BENEFITS

ROUTING
ATTRIBUTES FLEXIBILITY

LARGE NO.
OF PRODUCT
DESIGNS

VARIABLE
BATCH SIZE

LOW SET-UP
TIME

LOW MATERIAL
MOVEMENT
TIME

REDUCED DIRECT
LABOR

y

?

?

y

y

REDUCED SUPPORT
LABOR

y

?

?

y

y

FASTER RESPONSE
TO MARKET CHANGES

y

y

y

y

y

MANUFACTURING
CYCLE TIME

y

y

y

y

y

IMPROVED PRODUCT
QUALITY

?

?

?

?

?

WIDE PRODUCT RANGE

y

y

y

y

y

REDUCED SCRAP
AND REWORK

?

?

?

?

?

FUTURE OPTIONS

y

y

y

y

y

(X)

Table 1 - Continued
EFFICIENT
ATTRIBUTES QUALITY
INSPECTION
BENEFITS

QUICK DESIGN LOW TOOL
MODIFICATION CHANGE TIME

EFFICIENT
STORAGE &
RETRIEVAL

EFFICIENT
INFORMATION
HANDLING

REDUCED DIRECT
LABOR

y

y

y

y

y

REDUCED SUPPORT
LABOR

y

y

y

y

y

FASTER RESPONSE
TO MARKET CHANGES

y

y

y

y

y

MANUFACTURING
CYCLE TIME

y

y

y

y

y

IMPROVED PRODUCT
QUALITY

y

?

?

?

y

WIDE PRODUCT RANGE

y

y

y

y

y

REDUCED SCRAP
AND REWORK

y

y

?

?

y

FUTURE OPTIONS

y

y

y

y

y

�

CHAPTER II
LITERATURE REVIEW
As discussed before, the literature on the subject
of justification of flexible manufacturing systems is
vast. The subject is touched upon in different disci
plines such as Accounting, Engineering Economy, Finance,
and Manufacturing to name but a few. The methods present
ed for justification range from the analysis of simple
mathematical models to very complex graph theory deriva
tions.
Included in the bibliography are several articles
that were consulted for obtaining a brief but deep under
standing of the subject from as wide a viewpoint as
possible.
The approaches presented are as varied as are the
backgrounds of the authors of the different works. The
limitations of the more esoteric and highly theoretical
presentations is their applicability to a small, micro
scopic point of view. This is because of the vagueness of
the word flexible. With respect to manufacturing the term
flexibility can take on many different meanings. Many
authors writing in the accounting field have stressed the
linkage of investment opportunities towards meeting
10

11
company goals [Engwall, 1988]. The formulation of deci
sion models is emphasised and stressed. These decision
models consist of multiple attributes which are evaluat
ed, weighted and for each alternative under consider
ation, compiled. Comparative evaluation of each alterna
tive is the next step.
Operations Management specialists have strived to
push forward the view that strategic benefits are para
mount and outline processes that identify distinctive
competences at the plant level that would allow the
meeting of present market conditions as well as future
needs [Burstein

&

Graham, 1990].

Those authors with a mathematical inclination, and
there are several, insist on foisting values upon flexi
bility in relation to well-defined parameters of the
manufacturing scenario [Hutchinson & Sinha, 1989]. In
their zeal to outdo other previously derived mathematical
mumbo-jumbo these relationships are either long-winded
pompous attempts at mathematical showmanship or are
simplified to such an extent that they are utterly unre
alistic and would be applicable to operations at only a
hypothetical level.
There are attempts made at lumping the different
types of flexibility available from advanced manufactur
ing equipment and evaluating a measure for different such
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systems that allows systematic comparison [Abdel-Malek &
Wolf, 1991). Others in an attempt to keep things simple
yet meet some sort of respectability as regards credibil
ity have dissected the aspect of technology acquisition
to new previously uncharted depths. In particular, evalu
ation procedures have been laid down that establish
hierarchical levels of a high order and then develop
methodologies for overall comparison using analytical
hierarchy process methods [Naik & Chakravarty, 1992).
Routing flexibility as considered by this thesis has
hardly been addressed in the literature. There are some
exceptions, however. The effects of routing on schedul
ing, order release and MRP are looked at with results
indicating cost-benefit trade-off implications [Ghosh &
Gaimon, 1992). The mathematical abilities required of
someone from the corporate world would, unfortunately,
result in such documents gathering dust in some obscure
table drawer.
Other commentators on the justification scene have
pointed out the importance of intangible benefits, those
that escape quantification in simple terms [Discenza &
Gurney, 1990). There is a crucial need to be able to
quantify the intangibles such that they make their con
tributions count in the overall justification scenario.
This is definitely a serious problem and notwithstanding
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major attempts to quantify the cost of quality, quality
is still unquantified in most well-run companies. Its
benefits with respect to the introduction of advanced
manufacturing equipment still await the serious touch.
This thesis attempts to apply simple tools and
simple, yet rigorous thinking to the modeling of equip
ment, both conventional and advanced, in a simple, easy
to comprehend manner. Having understood the limitations
of the methods espoused in the bibliography, this author
is convinced of the need to bring together a variety of
tools available in the marketplace that have inherent
utility in the corporate world and leave aside esoteric
mathematical practice within the bounds of obscure jour
nals and the like.
Though the literature has applications of simulation
addressing the subject of flexible manufacturing systems
in general, simulation being used as a tool in the justi
fication process via comparison of flexibility attributes
such as routing is barely touched upon. This author was
unable to locate any specific articles in the established
literature on justification.
In summary, the literature consists of articles that
describe methods that attempt to quantify various indi
vidual attributes and benefits of flexibility with,
however, a limited applicability.

CHAPTER III
CHARACTERISTICS OF FLEXIBLE MANUFACTURING SYSTEMS
The term Flexible Manufacturing System (FMS), ap
pears with consistent regularity in the literature. The
definition of FMS is not something definite! In fact,
there are a number of ways in which the term is defined
in the literature; by describing equipment components, by
describing operating strategies and by describing system
behavior.
These methods of definition are apparent if one
looks at the following different characteristics of
flexibility:
1. Machine Flexibility: the ability to change tools
in a tool magazine, assemble or mount a variety of fix
tures, without human intervention or long set-up times.
This also allows these machines to be used for a variety
of operations.
2. Process Flexibility: the ability to vary the
steps necessary to complete a task. This allows several
different tasks to be completed in the same system using
a variety of machines.
3. Product Flexibility: the ability to change over
to produce a new product, within the defined part spec14
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trum, economically and quickly.
4. Routing Flexibility: the ability to vary machine
visitation sequences, for example in the case of break
downs, and to continue producing the given set of part
types. This exists when there are several viable process
ing routes or when each operation can be performed on
more than one machine.
5. Volume Flexibility: the ability to operate an FMS
profitably at different production volumes.
6. Expansion Flexibility: the capability of building
a system and expanding it as needed, easily and modular
ly.
These characteristics, when implemented, yield a
system which has the following operational behavior:
1. A variety of parts can be produced by simple
changes at software level.
2. Material Handling and queuing times can be re
duced by the use of machine centers since these centers
can do multiple operations on a work piece.
3. Set-up times can be reduced by the use of quick
change tooling mechanisms.
4. The effect of breakdowns can be reduced by re
routing work pieces to available machines.
Every FMS consists of similar components, but the
specific number and types of machines, tooling and han-
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dling devices can be quite different. It is apparent that
flexibility will be a hard thing to define considering
the definitions we have above. Since different types of
flexibility exist will one system having one type of
flexibility be more flexible than another having a dif
ferent type? Is there a common point of consideration or
comparison? The literature has attempted to quantify
different types of flexibility with limited success. The
main limitation appears to be the prevalence of these
different types of flexibility which demands the exact,
initial specification of the types of systems being
considered and only these being considered in the com
plete process of attempted quantification. This implies a
lack of ability to formulate mathematically exact rela
tionships that can be applied across the board to all
possible known flexible systems. This limitation has,
however, not affected the literature in its ability to
define different types of generic flexible manufacturing
systems, namely:
1. Flexible Machining Cells: the simplest, most
flexible type of FMS is a Flexible Machining Cell (FMC)
It consists of one general purpose CNC machine tool
interfaced with an automated material handling device,
which provides raw castings or semi-finished parts from
an input buffer for machining, loads and unloads the
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machine tool, and transports the finished work pieces to
an output buffer for final removal to the next destina
tion. A robot or pallet changer is sometimes used to load
and unload.
2. Flexible Machining System: this type of FMS
usually has real-time , on-line control of part produc
tion. It should allow several routes for parts, with
small volume production of each, and consists of FMCs
with different types of general-purpose metal-removing
machine tools. Important characteristics include high
machine flexibility, along with process and routing
flexibility.
3. Flexible Transfer Line: for all part types each
operation is assigned to and performed on only one ma
chine. This results in a fixed routing for each part
through the system. The material handling device is
usually a carousel or a conveyor. The storage area is
usually local and between each machine. This type of FMS
is less process flexible and less capable of automatical
ly handling breakdowns.
4. Flexible Transfer Multi-line: this consists of
multiple interconnected flexible transfer line type FMSs.
This duplication does not increase process flexibility.
The main advantage is the redundancy that it provides in
a breakdown situation resulting in an increase in its
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routing flexibility.
Thus we can say that the flexibility of a manufac
turing system can be basically defined as a measure of
its capacity to adapt to changing environments, condi
tions and process requirements. It is apparent also that
every type of FMS is composed of similar components but
the number and types of machine tools may differ largely
determined by the type of industry being operated in. The
level of desired flexibility is an important strategic
decision in the planning, justification and implementa
tion of an FMS. The first question that comes up is that
of quantifying or deciding upon the extent of flexibility
desired. This will determine the capability of the system
to adapt to changing environmental and system consider
ations along with process requirements; these would
include variations in product design, product mix and
demand patterns. The crux of the matter is to ensure that
these demands and considerations fall well within the
determined limits and specifications of the FMS in mind.
For example, is the system flexible enough to take
action to meet new circumstances? If production volumes
change on a monthly basis is it still economical to run a
particular FMS at its usual volumes? It is important that
the flexibility of such an FMS be defined at all times in
its projected life-cycle. Thus one can fully appreciate
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the importance of the decision that is to be made. The
key issues are the design of a system which is flexible
i.e. adaptable over the long run of its life; its utili
zation and effectiveness along with economic justifica
tion must be considered with both the short and long-term
considerations.

CHAPTER IV
METHODS OF ECONOMIC JUSTIFICATION
Traditional methods and procedures for economic
justification have not changed over the years. Investment
proposals are typically appraised independently of each
other, or rather in competition with each other. Apprais
als are based primarily on the estimated financial merits
of the investment. Let us discuss these traditional
methods in turn:
1. Payback Period Method: Essentially this is the
time taken to recover the initial investment through the
cash flows generated. If, say, a new machine costs $100,000.00 and results in savings at the rate of $50,000.00
per year then the payback period is two years. This is
the simplest and most commonly used method of investment
appraisal. It is an easy concept to comprehend and is
extremely useful as a first financial check on a new
project to see whether it is likely to be financially
viable. Its limitations are that it ignores income after
the payback or break-even point, it is biased against
investments with the highest return in the latest years
of the project and it is inadequate for rigorous analysis
of all the variables and systematic comparison purposes.
20
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The second point is particularly important in the case of
flexible manufacturing systems where the full advantages
of flexibility and responsiveness are only likely to be
reached in the long term.
2. Return on Investment Method: this method uses the
ratio of annual net benefit to capital employed, ex
pressed in percentage terms. The ROI concept can provide
a useful gauge for measuring the previous performance of
an existing project or business but is less useful for
assessing future projects because it ignores the life of
the project and is unsuitable for optimizing investments.
3. Discounted Cash Flow Method: the concept of
discounted cash flow is concerned with the flow of money
and its timing over the life of the project. It takes
account of the time value of money, a dollar today is
worth more than a dollar at a later date. There are
several different applications of the basic DCF method,
namely the internal rate of return and the net present
value. The internal rate of return expressed as an annual
rate in percentage terms is the most widely used applica
tion of DCF. It is similar to the ROI method but without
its disadvantages. It is popular because it is easy to
understand. The higher the DCF return, the better and
companies can set a target level which new projects must
exceed if they are to be considered and implemented. Some
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institutions regard the net present value as more realis
tic. With this application of DCF the flows of money are
discounted during the estimated project life by a rate
which is specified by the company, usually the company's
cost of capital. If the calculated net present value is
positive, then the projected rate of return is higher
than specified. If it is negative, then the return is
less than the required rate.
4. Life Cycle Costing Method: in the cases discussed
so far, deriving vital Figures on expenditure and bene
fits becomes progressively more difficult as one moves
further away from the simple matters of labor, materials
cost savings and such. Costs associated with feasibility
studies, research, maintenance and such are difficult to
assess and are often omitted from the appraisal calcula
tions. Life cycle costing is an attempt to include all
the relevant and associated costs in a systematic manner
and thus comprehend all financial implications of a
particular project.
All the methods detailed here make use of figures
that are best guesses of future events. The only certain
ty is that these figures will turn out to be inaccurate
to a greater or a lesser extent. If each input figure is
re-assessed, first on a pessimistic basis and then on an
optimistic basis, or a single point estimate with appro-
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priate confidence limits a range of values can be ob
tained. If all input figures are compared in such a
manner then a comparison of the deviations can provide a
measure of the sensitivity of the project to particular
input values. This technique is helpful in optimizing
projects. Analysis helps in identifying the areas where
the greatest potential exists for improving returns so
that correct efforts can be applied profitably.
The previously mentioned financial methods of pro
ject appraisal are fine for investments in conventional
equipment, however, they are unsuitable for the purpose
of application to computer controlled and flexible manu
facturing systems. Their limitations stem from the fact
that they are based on the following assumptions regard
ing manufacturing equipment:
1. The impact of the equipment is limited to the
immediate and isolated environment, namely the shop floor
area, in which it operates.
2. The capabilities of the equipment and technology
are assumed to be well-known and will continuously de
cline over the period of its use.
3. The investments and associated savings can be
quantified on a highly accurate basis.
Such assumptions are not applicable to capital
investment in the advanced manufacturing equipment we are
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considering in this thesis. A new set of measures needs
to be developed to provide the basis for such invest
ments. It needs to be appreciated that investment in FMS
provides the basis for increasing the integration of the
various stages of the manufacturing process. The benefits
arise from connecting two activities such as metal cut
ting with inspection and material handling by which we
mean integration of various functions in a single piece
of equipment. This is particularly true when working with
complex parts which have a high added value during the
machining process. Whereas FMSs assist in reducing indi
rect labor in job tracking, transportation, tool control,
scheduling and such, computerized numerical control
offers direct labor reductions only.
The traditional assumption that equipment capabili
ties are well-known and fixed or that they decline slowly
over time does not apply to FMSs or FMS-related equip
ment. In actuality the contributions of such systems
usually keep increasing for increasing periods beyond
initial installation. This is because of the following
reasons:
1. With rapid progress in hardware and software,
equipment and systems are becoming upward compatible.
2. The increasing understanding that users gain of
the system's operating characteristics as they continue
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to operate it.
3. The flexibility of the systems being considered,
an FMS has the inherent ability to acquire increments in
its production capabilities with the consequence that a
great number of part types can be processed with the
ability to increase capacity at will.
When compared with the main competitor of the FMS in
the high-volume region, the transfer line, we must invest
colossal amounts of money at the initial setting-up stage
and after that the equipment so installed is dedicated to
a specific part. Conventional transfer lines cannot
provide the ease of design change, product-mix and pro
duction volume change which is a must in the competitive
manufacturing scenario of today. The values of utiliza
tion of FMSs in today's environment are correspondingly
much higher than those available with transfer lines.
For conventional equipment, costs and benefits are
quantifiable with a high degree of accuracy. For the case
of advanced manufacturing equipment quantification of
costs is straight-forward as far as pure equipment and
associated software is concerned. Training costs along
with the cost of bringing the equipment into the main
stream of operations are little understood phenomena. To
overwhelm matters the benefits associated with FMSs,
which if quantified substantially would push decisions
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well towards them, are nearly impossible to measure
mathematically. These intangible benefits are important
and in well-integrated advanced equipment installations
make all the difference.
In conclusion FMS investments should also be consid
-

ered from a strategic perspective. In fact, a view rapid
ly gaining ground is that strategic considerations should
be used to short-list feasible projects namely that those
with lesser strategic consequences should be dropped
first even in those cases where lesser strategic projects
have higher chances of justification using traditional
methods of justification. The overall importance of
strategic benefits is all important in the long-term
operation plan of any organization.
Intangible benefits should be quantified, hypotheti
cally if necessary. The longer the time horizon they can
be made to encompass the better. Since this thesis demon
strates the use of simulation as a tool in the justifica
tion process we would say that whenever possible stochas
tic values of the flexibility attributes be used to
simulate the functioning of any proposed manufacturing
set-up.

CHAPTER V
SIMULATION AND FLEXIBLE MANUFACTURING SYSTEMS
Computer simulation is an effective tool for analyz
ing different aspects of a flexible manufacturing system.
Simulation using suitable analysis can improve productiv
ity. This can increase cost-effectiveness. Simulation has
been around for many years and has been used quite a lot
in manufacturing analysis. Nevertheless, the use of
simulation has not become prevalent in industry. Amongst
the many reasons for this are:
1. The time to develop simulation models and associ
ated designs has been a very time-consuming process.
Simulation results with their procedures of verification
and validation have created vast pools of disappointment
in the minds of the people in the design teams waiting
for results. Model development, a critical first phase
which involves a complete understanding of the system
components and their working can be an involved process.
This does not mean that it cannot be shortened and with
more co-operation and teamwork between the interested
parties reduced times to arrive at results are a definite
possibility.
2. Computer simulation is a costly process. Major
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costs include those associated with people and hardware.
The longer the time spent in development, the larger the
software personnel costs incurred for modeling. If com
puter time is inordinately large due to the use of inef
ficient modeling languages then costs due to computer
usage can spiral out of control.
3. Quite often poor modeling due to a lack of expe
rience on the part of the software personnel can result
in inaccurate results. Similar results will be obtained
if poorly designed and inferior simulation languages are
used. Errors usually arise in this case when the modelers
translate the system under consideration to a simulation
model.
Be that as it may, simulation is a useful tool to be
used in the process of evaluating new manufacturing
systems and also during the implementation phase of FMSs.
Though mainframe costs remain high, the use of micro
computer based packages has resulted in lowered computer
costs. Furthermore, the availability of animation has
resulted in greater understanding and thus use of simula
tion in industry. In selecting a simulation language, the
potential buyer must consider a number of factors such
as:

(a) syntax,

flexibility,

(b) structural modularity,

(c) modeling

(d) modeling conciseness, (e) statistical

considerations, and (f) cost.
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The great advantage of applying simulation to the
manufacturing environment is that it allows the engineer
to determine and thus understand the effects and implica
tions of changing conditions at various points in the
complete system. Performance evaluation, namely, makespan
(time in system) analysis, throughput analysis and bot
tleneck (utilization) analysis can be carried out with
ease. Results from such studies can provide information
that provides a greater understanding of a system; this
can lead to the determination of benefits which previous
ly would have been difficult or impossible to ascertain.
There exist several alternate world views for simu
lation modeling. The objective of a particular view is to
determine a defined framework within which the system
under consideration can be described and thus modelled.
Modeling using process orientation provides a concise and
easy to learn framework but as frameworks go it can lack
flexibility. Event oriented frameworks are not as simple
but can, if used properly, provide a highly flexible
modeling framework.
The simulation language chosen for this thesis--SLAM
II has the advantage of modeling both world views thus
providing a unified framework within which one can work.
The process orientation framework of SLAM II employs a
network structure which consists of specialized symbols
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called nodes and branches. These symbols model elements
in a process such as queues, servers and decision points.
The modeling task consists of combining these symbols
into a network model which pictorially represents the
system of interest. The network thus represents a picto
rial representation of the process [Pritsker, 1986].
A simulation of the model under consideration will
need to have the appropriate number of runs; this is part
of the statistical background needed to be determined
prior to carrying out any simulation of the model under
consideration. This thesis has used SLAM II as the simu
lation language with network representation as the model
ing medium. Results of the modeling exercise are present
ed further on in this thesis.

CHAPTER VI
METHODOLOGY
To this point relevant details and features regard
ing financial justification, flexibility and the applica
tion of simulation have been discussed. The main thrust
of this thesis and the associated methodology are dis
cussed now.
Any major purchase decision must provide for a
distinct cost advantage over either the existing avail
able option or any other option being considered. If,
therefore, we wish to obtain some understanding of the
difference between the advantages accruing to an organi
zation by deciding in favor of either course then we must
consider each particular course in turn. Manufacturing
systems as considered here consist of a group of machines
each of which is either dedicated in the sense that it
can perform only one operation in a series of operations
required to complete a particular job or it is flexible
in the sense that it can perform all or several of the
required operations.
Depending on the number of flexible machines in a
particular group as compared to the number of dedicated
machines in it we can have a range of flexibility that
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varies for the group from fully dedicated to fully flexi
ble. Consider routing flexibility again; it is the abili
ty to vary machine visitation sequences, in the case of
machine breakdowns for instance, and to continue produc
ing the given set of part types. It exists when there are
several viable processing routes or when each operation
in a set of operations can be performed on more than one
machine. The implications of such flexibility are obvious
when compared to the dedicated machine alternative. Set
up and lead times are reduced in the case of the flexible
alternative, the flexible alternative eliminates bottle
necks in case of breakdowns and finally,in the case of a
change in product mix, the flexible alternative is more
useful since it can undertake the manufacture of differ
ent types of parts. In the dedicated case once the line
is set up for a particular product then no change is
allowable in the product handled.
Routing flexibility thus raises the competitive
advantage of the flexible machine system, namely its
ability to be able to perform significantly with respect
to competitive system configurations. If we consider
these points with the machine group consisting of dedi
cated cells, then we realize that within the dedicated
scenario disadvantages exist because lead times and set
up times cannot be eliminated substantially, since the
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machines are defined as dedicated they can perform only
the tasks they are assigned or configured for. Further
more, any breakdown in any machine in the process se
quence results in the complete line being down, whereas
in flexible systems, generally speaking, parts can be re
routed through different machines without delay. For the
sake of simplicity, breakdowns were not modeled in the
current study. Also, in the case of dedicated machines
set-up times were ignored. Finally, since each machine in
an FMS with routing flexibility can perform each opera
tion in a set of operations then the total amount of time
spent by a workpiece in the processing stage, within the
work cell should be reduced considerably.
With this in mind, we can, with a knowledge of
individual operation times simulate the complete process
of carrying out one set of operations on a particular
workpiece. The considerations in this thesis lead to our
having a batch of a certain number of workpieces each of
which has a given constant number of operations to be
carried out on it by each machine in the group. Individu
al operation times are considered stochastic in nature
and are assumed to be normally distributed with a mean
value and associated standard deviation.
Thus, to recap, we have a group of machines. The
number in the group is a variable and depends on the
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number of operations to be carried out on the associated
workpiece. As regards to the set of workpieces we consid
er a particular number for each group of machines with
its associated ratio of flexible to dedicated machines.
We also consider the total amount of time it takes the
machine group to process the total particular number of
workpieces; this is known as the makespan. Depending on
the ratio of dedicated to flexible machines in the group,
the associated makespan will change. Since makespan is an
indicator of the processing time associated for a partic
ular number of workpieces being processed then the lower
the corresponding makespan then the better the situation
since in a fixed time interval, with no downtime associ
ated with all machine groups being considered, larger
numbers of workpieces can be processed.
Furthermore, depending on the simulation model used,
information on the amount of work in process and queue
length associated with each machine can be obtained. The
relative values of these process parameters gives an idea
of the cost-benefit associated with each machine group.
By taking into consideration different cost factors
associated with each machine group we can obtain an idea
of the relative worth of the separate group configura
tions.
The simulation models used in this study are based
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on the SLAM II simulation language. The models and net
works used are not necessarily identical; they are,
however, made up of identical network components orga
nized in different configurations. This is due to the
different frameworks available for modeling and indicates
an advantage as far as SLAM II is concerned with respect
to its use as a simulation language. Depending on the
object or parameters of interest appropriate modeling can
be done. A sample network and corresponding coding are
shown in Appendix A, for the case of simulating a two
machine work cell, both flexible machines with 20 workpieces.

CHAPTER VII
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
The simulation of various machine groups was carried
out with machine groups divided into three configura
tions, namely cells with two machines, four machines and
ten machines. Since we are considering a comparison of
dedicated with flexible machines with respect to routing
flexibility, we simulate the functioning of each work
cell with varying configurations as follows: a machine
cell with two machines can be completely dedicated, both
machines dedicated, or have one machine dedicated and one
flexible or both flexible. We have defined dedicated as
the ability of a machine to do only one operation and
flexibility as the ability to do all operations under
consideration. In the case of the two machine group each
flexible machine can do both the operations carried out
in the cell.The same concept applies to the four and ten
machine groups.
Initially, the number of workpieces being processed
in each cell configuration was twenty with this being
varied to ten and then five. Simulation was carried out
for one cycle. This meant completion of only the twenty,
ten or five workpieces was considered. Five replications
36
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were carried out for each machine group and its subsets.
Mean values were calculated for parameters under consid
eration for all five replications. The parameters under
consideration were Average Time in System, Average Makes
pan, Average Queue Length, Average Wait Time and Average
Utilization. Average Time in System, Average Makespan and
Average Wait time are measured in time units, Average
Queue Length is measured in number of jobs and Average
Utilization is number of machines.
The simulation run values are tabulated and present
ed in Appendix B, Tables 2 to 19. Graphical results,
namely, plots of Makespan and Average Queue Length versus
Average Utilization are presented in Figures 1 and 2 for
the 2 machine, 20 workpieces case, in Figures 3 and 4 for
the 2 machine, 10 workpieces case, in Figures 5 and 6 for
the 2 machine, 5 workpieces case, Figures 7 and 8 for the
4 machine, 20 workpieces case, Figures 9 and 10 for the 4
machine 10 workpieces case, Figures 11 and 12 for the 4
machine, 5 workpieces case, Figures 13 and 14 for the 10
machine, 20 workpieces case, Figures 15 and 16 for the 10
machine, 10 workpieces case and Figures 17 and 18 for the
10 machine, 5 workpieces case.
For the 2 machine case we have a special application
of Johnson's Rule; this optimizes the makespan in the 2
dedicated machine case. From the results it is seen that
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Makespan, Time in System and Wait Time values reduce
successively as we increase the number of flexible ma
chines in the work cell. Average Queue Length and Average
Utilization, however, do indicate something different.
From the completely dedicated case to the in-between case
of one dedicated and one flexible there is a reduction in
queue length and utilization. However, from this case to
the totally flexible case there is an increase in these
parameters. In fact, the value of utilization equals
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unity. This indicates that average queue length is linked
to utilization. If machine utilization increases beyond a
certain value then average queue length will also in
crease since machine usage increases within the makespan
period. On the other hand, the consequences are not
serious for the system since the wait time reduces with
an increase in flexible content and thus the benefits of
using flexible machines is observed quite clearly. The
respective graphical results, as mentioned, are shown in
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Figures 1 to 6. Barring the points discussed above it is
seen that all other trends are as expected, namely, that
all parameter values reduce successively with reducing
numbers of workpieces handled.
For the 4 machine case it is observed that, as in
the 2 machine case, values of Makespan and Time in System
successively reduce over the complete set of readings
with increasing use of flexible machines. There is,
initially, for the case of 20 workpieces the same reduc-
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tion and then increase in Average Queue Length; however,
we also see the same trend in values of for Average Wait
Time. Obviously, in this case, an increase in average
queue length also results in an increase in average wait
time, but, if considered in absolute magnitude, the
increase is not significant, and the value for average
wait time for the totally flexible case is still much
lower than that for the totally dedicated case.
For the 4 machine case, with 10 and 5 workpieces it
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is seen that the benefits of flexibility are realized.
There are all-round reductions in all parameters of
interest with increasing numbers of flexible machines in
the work cells. Average Utilization, however, continues
to increase. The graphs in Figures 7 to 12 , as mentioned
previously, represent the relevant results for the 4
machine case.
In the 10 machine case it is seen that the corre
sponding results for the processing of 20 workpieces show
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the same fall and increase in queue length with utiliza
tion as seen in the previous cases with 2 and 4 machines.
However, with reduced workpieces processed, namely 10 and
5 workpieces, the reductions in parameters of interest
with increasing numbers of flexible machines is observed.
In fact, limiting values for all the parameters consid
ered are attained in the case of 5 workpieces handled.
The graphs, as mentioned previously, in Figures 13 to 18
depict the complete case of the 10 machine work cell.
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In summary, it is seen that increasing the flexible
content of the respective work cells results generally in
decreasing values of Time in System, Makespan, Average
Queue Length, Average Wait Time and increasing values of
Average Utilization. It is also observed and understood
that there are cases where, due to the utilization level
of a particular cell configuration, with increasing
content of flexible machines there is an increase in the
value of either queue length or wait time. The importance
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of utilization can thus be commented upon. Figures 19 and
20 depict variations in Time in System and Utilization
with varying configurations for the 2 dedicated machine
case. Figures 21 and 22 depict the same for the 2 flexi
ble machine case. Figures 23 and 24 depict results for
the 4 dedicated machine case and Figures 25 and 26 depict
the results for the 4 flexible machines case. Figures 27
and 28 depict results for the 10 dedicated machine case
and finally, Figures 29 and 30 depict results for the 10
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flexible case.
It is seen that in all cases utilization tapers off
to higher values as time in system values reach increas
ing values. Thus as utilization increases with an in
creasing number of workpieces within the same machine
cell configuration we have a corresponding increase in
the average time in system i.e. time spent in the system
per workpiece. This explains the previously mentioned
results where average queue length was seen to display
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the change that it did. The present graphs also show time
in system increasing at higher rates towards the high end
as utilization tapers off.
The significance of utilization can now be dis
cussed. Low values of utilization can result in larger
breakeven periods for a particular investment. Too high a
value for utilization can cause the sacrifice of an
organization's ability to

meet market changes, namely,

customer requirements and suchlike. It can also, as we
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have seen, adversely affect time in system and work in
process values. These factors will then, rather than
result in increasing cost benefits, imply a decrease in
associated overall cost benefits.
The extension and implication of these results to
the world of cost justification is now dwelt on. Since,
with increasing amounts of flexible machinery in a par
ticular work cell decreasing values of makespan and time
in system are obtained, then it follows that over a given
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equivalent span of time, barring unforeseen circumstanc
es, the number of workpieces processed per machine cell
configuration will increase with increasing numbers of
flexible machinery within the cell. This is tantamount to
greater amounts of volume of workpieces produced, which
in turn means greater projected revenue turnover, over
the span of time considered. Within the work cell we see
that considerations of the number of dedicated and number
of flexible machines arise. By this is meant the rela-
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tionship that queue length observes with utilization;
utilization increases, with maximum values being observed
for cells with totally flexible machines. As regards
utilization it is a good sign to have increasing values
since this means that, provided volume produced is also
increasing then there is a chance that a particular
system is generating a reasonable return on its invest
ment. This, of course, depends on the initial amount of
capital invested, which in turn depends on the types of
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machinery purchased. The significance of utilization has
already been commented upon.
At lower levels of investment, there are small
differences in dollar values between dedicated and flexi
ble equipment. In such cases the results of this study
will assist in being able to quantify the particular
parameter of interest once the variables of a particular
system, such as operations to be carried out and opera
tion time, are identified. Lower levels of investment
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encompass dollar values up to$ 100,000.00. For the
medium and higher levels of investment ranges, up to half
of the investment can and usually is spent towards paying
for the software needed to provide the flexibility con
tent of the work cell. Since advancements in hardware,
namely electronics, are being obtained at lesser and
lesser distributed costs, then the significant cost
differences between dedicated and flexible equipment are
due mainly to the software content referred to above.
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Therefore, at a rough estimate, equivalent flexible
systems can at the least be up to twice the cost of a
dedicated system.
Since routing flexibility is a part of the total
flexible functions of advanced manufacturing systems, the
value of this study can be towards quantifying the bene
fits due to routing in conjunction with other benefits.
The contribution of queue length and wait time are evi
dent in reduced overall values of Work in Progress,
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Inventory and buffer space or space needed for the inter
mediate storage of workpieces. Just how these advantages
relate to overall quantified values depends on the con
stants related to the particular system concerned. A
knowledge of these constants assists in the quantificati
on process.
An empirical relationship of any cost benefits
arising and accruing due to routing flexibility as dis
cussed in the course of this thesis would concern and
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involve time in system, makespan, queue length, wait
time, utilization and number of workpieces handled in
process.
It is difficult to derive an exact relationship at
this stage with any reasonable level of accuracy. We
cannot extrapolate beyond the existing ranges considered
in the experimental results presented. Although in reali
ty an extrapolation may result in the same trends being
repeated outside the ranges considered, the scope of this
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thesis is limited to and within the experimental values
considered and presented.
Thus we obtain the empirical relationship denoted in
Figure 31. Values of the constants are dependent firstly,
on the machine group type and then on the configuration
of dedicated and flexible machines. The cost benefit
function will show increasing values with increasing
values of utilization till we reach the turning point of
utilization value from whereon the negative contributions
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of increasing utilization will result in reducing values
of overall benefits.
The application of the methodology proposed in this
thesis now becomes apparent. The utility of the different
method proposed for justification also becomes apparent
and its value in quantifying flexibility can be seen. The
value and utility of simulation techniques in analyzing
and quantifying flexibility are seen and the case for its
application in justification exercises is reinforced.
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Modern managers cannot avoid using simulation as a deci
sion-making tool, if they are to obtain a better idea of
what they are up against. The difference lies in the new
ability to quantify previous intangibles.
Modeling of machine configurations will depend on
conciseness and user-friendliness of the simulation
package considered.
Scope for further research exists in devising exact
methods for the formulation of all constants. The effect
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of individual operation times is important to the final
results obtained, however, the constants are important
and play a significant part. The essence of this thesis
has been its simplicity in terms of its presentation and
complete methodology of experimentation. The results and
conclusions arrived at are also presented in a simple
manner. Any further research should strive for the same
simplicity.
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Figure 27. 10 Dedicated Machines 5, 10, 20 Workpieces.
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Figure 28. 10 Dedicated Machines 5, 10, 20 Workpieces.
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Figure 29. 10 Flexible Machines 5, 10, 20 Workpieces.
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Figure 30. 10 Flexible Machines 5, 10, 20 Workpieces.
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Z

(A*S)+(B*Q)+(C*W)+(D*U)+(E*N)+(F*T)
Where:
Z = Cost Benefit Function
S = Makespan
Q = Queue Length
W = Wait Time
U = Utilization
N = Number of Workpieces Processed
T = Time in System
(Where A, B, C, D, E, and F are constants associ
ated with the relevant machine group)
And:
s = Kl*U
T = K2*U
w = K3*U
Q = K4*U
(Kl, K2, K3, and K4 are constants derived from system
analysis)

Figure 31.

Empirical Relationship.
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ACCLtllATE
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Figure 32. Network Diagram for 2 Machine Case, Both
Flexible, Common for 20, 10, 5 Workpieces.
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GEN,PATHAK,THESIS,3/31/93,5,,,,,,80;
LIMITS,1,3,21;
ARRAY(l,21)/2,3,1,4.5,3,7,6,4,5,9,5,4,6,9,8,4,3,7,6,8,9;
ARRAY(2,21)/6,4,7,8,7.8,4.5,4,6,5,8,7,3,9,6,5,7,8,3,4,5
,2;
ARRAY(3,21)/1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1;
ARRAY(4,21)/1,1,l,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1;
EQUIVALENCE/ATRIB(l),TJl/
ATRIB(2),TJ2;
;Atrib(l) & atrib(2) are operations time for op 1 & 2
resp. ;Atrib(3) to store creation time.
NETWORK;
CREATE,0,0,3,21,1;
ASSIGN,II=0;
ASSIGN,II=II+l,TJl=ARRAY(l,II),TJ2=ARRAY(2,II),XX(l)=AR
RAY(3,II),
ATRIB(l)=RNORM(TJl,XX(l)),XX(2)=ARRAY(4,II),ATRIB(2)=RN
ORM(TJ2,XX(2)),1;
ACT;
QUEl QUEUE(l),,,,SLl;
SELECT,,CYC,,QUEl;
SLl
ACTIVITY(l)/1,ATRIB(l)+ATRIB(2),,GONl;
ACTIVITY(l)/2,ATRIB(l)+ATRIB(2),,GONl;
GONl GOON,l;
COLCT,INT(3),TIMEINSYSTEM,,l;
ACCUMULATE,20,,LAST,1;
COLCT,FIRST,MAKESPAN;
TERMINATE,l;
END;
INIT;
SIMULATE;
SIMULATE;
SIMULATE;
SIMULATE;
SIMULATE;
MONTR,TRACE,50,100;

Figure 33. Network Code for 2 Machine Case, Both Flexible,
20 Workpieces.
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APPENDIX B
SUPPLEMENTARY TABLES
Tables 2, 4 and 6 present values for Time in System
and Makespan for the 2 machine case with 20, 10 and 5
workpieces respectively, whereas, Tables 3,5 and 7 pres
ent values for Average Queue Length, Average Wait Time
and Average Utilization for the 2 machine case with 20,
10 and 5 workpieces respectively. Tables 8, 10 and 12
present the Time in System and Makespan values for the 4
machine case with 20, 10 and 5 workpieces respectively,
whereas, Tables 9, 11 and 13 present values for Average
Queue Length, Average Wait Time and Average Utilization
for the same 4 machine cases. Tables 14, 16 and 18 pres
ent the Time in System and Makespan for the 10 machine
case with 20, 10 and 5 workpieces respectively, whereas,
Tables 15, 17 and 19 present values for Average Queue
Length, Average Wait Time and Average Utilization for the
same 10 machine case.Individual workpiece machine opera
tion times are assumed to be stochastic conforming to a
normal distribution with mean and standard deviation.
Each observation of interest obtained from the simulation
report was checked for accuracy and confidence interval
testing. The confidence intervals and accuracy levels are
indicated under CONF. An entry of 5,95 under CONF indi-
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cates an accuracy of +/- 5 percent with a confidence
level interval of 95 percent.
Tables 2 to 7 summarize the results of simulating
the 2 machine work cell with 20, 10 and 5 workpieces.
Tables 8 to 13 summarize the results of simulating the
case of the 4 machine work cell with 20, 10 and 5 workpi
eces. Tables 14 to 19 summarize the results of simulating
the case of the 10 machine work cell with 20, 10 and 5
workpieces respectively.

Table 2
2 Machine Case: 20 Workpieces (TIS & MS)
Machine Group

Time in System
MEAN

CONF

Make Span
MEAN

CONF

Both Machines
Dedicated
(Johnson's
Rule)

79.64

5,95

139.60

5,95

2 Machines
1 Dedicated
and 1
Flexible

61.68

5,95

132.40

5,95

Both Machines
Flexible

43.46

5,95

81.06

5,95
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Table 3
2 Machine Case: 20 Workpieces (Av. QL, Av. QT, Av. U)
Machine Group

Ave. Queue
Length
MEAN

CONF

Ave. Wait
Time

MEAN

CONF

Ave.
Utilization
MEAN

CONF

Both Machines
Dedicated
(Johnson's
Rule)

4.94

5,95

63.09

5,95

0.801

5,95

2 Machines
1 Dedicated
and 1
Flexible

3.91

5,95

19.62

5,95

0.776

5,95

Both Machines
Flexible

4.85

5,95

18.71

5,95

1.000

5,95
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Table 4
2 Machine Case: 10 Workpieces (TIS & MS)
Machine Group

Time in System

MEAN

CONF

Make Span

MEAN

CONF

Both Machines
Dedicated
(Johnson's
Rule)

42.14

5,95

75.83

5,95

2 Machines
1 Dedicated
and 1
Flexible

37.42

5,95

73.62

5,95

Both Machines
Flexible

23.70

5,95

42.28

5,95
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Table 5
2 Machine Case: 10 Workpieces (Av. QL, Av. QT, Av. U)
Machine Group

Ave. Queue
Length
MEAN

CONF

Ave. Wait
Time

MEAN

CONF

Ave.
Utilization
MEAN

CONF

Both Machines
Dedicated
{Johnson's
Rule)

2.22

5,95

29.31

5,95

0.730

5,95

2 Machines
1 Dedicated
and 1
Flexible

1. 67

5,95

8.97

5,95

0.740

5,95

Both Machines
Flexible

1.84

5,95

7.81

5,95

0.950

5,95
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Table 6
2 Machine Case: 5 Workpieces (TIS & MS)
Machine Group

Time in System

MEAN

CONF

Make Span

MEAN

CONF

Both Machines
Dedicated
(Johnson's
Rule)

23.94

5,95

39.78

5,95

2 Machines
1 Dedicated
and 1
Flexible

20.42

5,95

37.89

5,95

Both Machines
Flexible

14.60

5,95

23.26

5,95
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Table 7
2 Machine Case:
Machine Group

5 Workpieces (Av. QL, Av. QT, Av. U)

Ave. Queue
Length
MEAN

CONF

Ave. Wait
Time

MEAN

CONF

Ave.
Utilization
MEAN

CONF

Both Machines
Dedicated
(Johnson's
Rule)

0.924

5,95

9.61

5,95

0.584

5,95

2 Machines
1 Dedicated
and 1
Flexible

0.600

5,95

3.33

5,95

0.750

5,95

Both Machines
Flexible

0.690

5,95

3.19

5,95

0.890

5,95
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Table 8
4 Machine Case: 20 Workpieces (TIS & MS)
Machine Group

Time in System

MEAN

Make Span

MEAN

CONF

CONF

4 Dedicated
Machines

78.30

5,95

152.60

5,95

4 Machines
2 Dedicated
and 2
Flexible

61.36

5,95

127.60

5,95

4 Flexible
Machines

59.80

5,95

112.60

5,95

I
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Table 9
4 Machine Case: 20 Workpieces (Av. QL , Av. QT , Av. U)
Machine Group

Ave. Queue
Length
MEAN

Ave. Wait
Time

CONF

MEAN

CONF

Ave.
Utilization
MEAN

CONF

4 Dedicated
Machines

1.81

5,95

13.78

5,95

0.76

5,95

4 Machines
2 Dedicated
and 2
Flexible

1.55

5,95

9.69

5,95

0.86

5,95

4 Flexible
Machines

1.96

5,95

10.48

5,95

0.95

5,95
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Table 10
4 Machine Case: 10 Workpieces (TIS & MS)
Machine Group

Time in System

MEAN

CONF

Make Span

MEAN

CONF

4 Dedicated
Machines

52.35

5,95

89.19

5,95

4 Machines
2 Dedicated
and 2
Flexible

45.45

5,95

75.74

5,95

4 Flexible
Machines

36.40

5,95

62.05

5,95
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Table 11
4 Machine Case: 10 Workpieces (Av. QL, Av. QT, Av. U)
Machine Group

Ave. Queue
Length
MEAN

CONF

Ave. Wait
Time

MEAN

CONF

Ave.
Utilization
MEAN

CONF

4 Dedicated
Machines

0.828

5,95

7.40

5,95

0.64

5,95

4 Machines
2 Dedicated
and 2
Flexible

0.740

5,95

4.70

5,95

0.76

5,95

4 Flexible
Machines

0.637

5,95

3.96

5,95

0.83

5,95
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Table 12
4 Machine Case: 5 Workpieces (TIS & MS)
Machine Group

Time in System

MEAN

CONF

Make Span

MEAN

CONF

4 Dedicated
Machines

33.28

5,95

53.74

5,95

4 Machines
2 Dedicated
and 2
Flexible

29.68

5,95

46.30

5,95

4 Flexible
Machines

23.74

5,95

39.02

5,95
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Table 13
4 Machine Case: 5 Workpieces (Av. QL, Av. QT, Av. U)
Machine Group

Ave. Queue
Length
MEAN

CONF

Ave. Wait
Time
MEAN

CONF

Ave.
Utilization
MEAN

CONF

4 Dedicated
Machines

0.263

5,95

2.84

5,95

0.51

5,95

4 Machines
2 Dedicated
and 2
Flexible

0.170

5,95

1.19

5,95

0.62

5,95

4 Flexible
Machines

0.100

5,95

0.78

5,95

0.66

5,95
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Table 14
10 Machine Case: 20 Workpieces (TIS & MS)
Machine Group

Time in System
MEAN

CONF

Make Span

MEAN

CONF

10 Dedicated
Machines

127.00

5,95.

218.80

5,95

10 Machines
8 Dedicated and
2 Flexible

103.60

5,95

185.00

5,95

10 Machines
5 Dedicated and
5 Flexible

96.54

5,95

172.90

5,95

10 Machines
2 Dedicated and
8 Flexible

94.89

5,95

158.20

5,95

10 Flexible
Machines

81.18

5,95

140.80

5,95

I
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Table 15
10 Machine Case: 20 Workpieces (Av. QL, Av. QT, Av. U)
Machine
Group

Ave. Queue
Length
MEAN

CONF

Ave. Wait
Time

MEAN

CONF

Ave.
Utilization
MEAN

CONF

10 Dedicated
Machines

0.634

5,95

6.81

5,95

0.54

5,95

10 Machines
8 Dedicated
& 2 Flexible

0.494

5,95

4.92

5,95

0.63

5,95

10 Machines
5 Dedicated
& 5 Flexible

0.417

5,95

4.33

5,95

0.70

5,95

10 Machines
2 Dedicated
& 8 Flexible

0.429

5,95

2.87

5,95

0.77

5,95

10 Flexible
Machines

0.316

5,95

2.22

5,95

0.84

5,95
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Table 16
10 Machine Case: 10 Workpieces (TIS & MS)
Machine Group

Time in System
MEAN

CONF

Make Span

MEAN

CONF

10 Dedicated
Machines

85.38

5,95.

130.80

5,95

10 Machines
8 Dedicated and
2 Flexible

74.56

5,95

111.80

5,95

10 Machines
5 Dedicated and
5 Flexible

67.02

5,95

92.14

5,95

10 Machines
2 Dedicated and
8 Flexible

60.18

5,95

79.06

5,95

10 Flexible
Machines

54.64

5,95

74.48

5,95
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Table 17
10 Machine Case: 10 Workpieces (Av. QL, Av. QT, Av. U)
Machine
Group

Ave. Queue
Length
MEAN

CONF

Ave. Wait
Time

Ave.
Utilization

MEAN

MEAN

CONF

CONF

10 Dedicated
Machines

0.233

5,95

3.06

5,95

0.42

5,95

10 Machines
8 Dedicated
& 2 Flexible

0.171

5,95

2.19

5,95

0.50

5,95

10 Machines
5 Dedicated
& 5 Flexible

0.131

5,95

1.16

5,95

0.60

5,95

10 Machines
2 Dedicated
& 8 Flexible

0.075

5,95

0.20

5,95

0.69

5,95

10 Flexible
Machines

0.000

5,95

0.000

5,95

0.73

5,95
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Table 18
10 Machine Case: 5 Workpieces (TIS & MS)
Machine Group

Time in System
MEAN

CONF

Make Span
MEAN

CONF

10 Dedicated
Machines

67.16

5,95

90.01

5,95

10 Machines
8 Dedicated and
2 Flexible

58.16

5,95

75.30

5,95

10 Machines
5 Dedicated and
5 Flexible

51.88

5,95

65.82

5,95

10 Machines
2 Dedicated and
8 Flexible

51.88

5,95

65.82

5,95

10 Flexible
Machines

51.88

5,95

65.82

5,95
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Table 19
10 Machine Case: 5 Workpieces (Av. QL, Av. QT, Av. U)
Machine
Group

Ave. Queue
Length

Ave. Wait
Time

MEAN

MEAN

CONF

CONF

Ave.
Utilization
MEAN

CONF

10 Dedicated
Machines

0.085

5,95

1.530

5,95

0.29

5,95

10 Machines
8 Dedicated
& 2 Flexible

0.037

5,95

0.616

5,95

0.35

5,95

10 Machines
5 Dedicated
& 5 Flexible

0.000

5,95

0.000

5,95

0.40

5,95

10 Machines
2 Dedicated
& 8 Flexible

0.000

5,95

0.000

5,95

0.40

5,95

10 Flexible
Machines

0.000

5,95

0.000

5,95

0.40

5,95
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